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In computer graphics, considerable research has been conducted on realistic human motion synthesis. However, most research does not consider human emotional aspects, which often strongly affect human motion. This paper presents a new approach for synthesizing dance performance matched to input music, based on the emotional aspects of dance performance. Our method consists of a motion analysis, a music analysis, and a motion synthesis based on the extracted features. In the analysis steps, motion and music feature vectors are acquired. Motion vectors are derived from motion rhythm and intensity, while music vectors are derived from musical rhythm, structure, and intensity. For synthesizing dance performance, we first find candidates of motion segment sets whose features are matched to those of music segments, and then we find the motion segment set whose intensity is matched to that of music segments. Additionally, our system supports having animators control the synthesis process by choosing desired motion segments well matched to music segments. The experimental results indicate that our method actually creates dance performance as if a character was listening and expressively dancing to the music.
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